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SEVIER WHEAT.1 

George Stewart.2 

A new variety of wheat has recently come to attention at the 
Utah Agricultural Experiment Station. This variety, named 
“ Sevier,” because it was discovered in Sevier County, Utah, has 

several unusual and interesting qualities. 

It seems to be an intermediate form between durum and common 
wheat, but it antedates in Utah the official introduction of durum 
into the United States. It grows as a spring wheat under irrigation, 
and as a winter wheat on the dry-farm. Clark, Martin and Ball (i)3 

have classified it correctly as having a spring habit, and yet it seems 
to be as winter hardy as Turkey, as will be shown. As found, 
it contained several distinct strains, certain of which seem to be 

resistant to black stem rust while others seem to lack this quality. 

HISTORY 

In the summers of 1918 and 1919, the writer made a survey of 
the small-grain varieties grown in all of the important grain-grow¬ 
ing areas of Utah. This work was preliminary to selection and 

breeding investigations that were planned with the idea of improv¬ 
ing the yield and market quality of grain grown by Utah farmers. 
About 3,000 fields were visited personally and the grain classified 
as to variety. Part of the data of the survey have been tabulated 

and published (4). Samples of unusual or promising material 
were saved for subsequent testing. 

During the summer of 1918, while the survey was being con¬ 
ducted in Sevier county, Sevier wheat was discovered. The county 

agricultural agent, and the assistant state county agent leader, both 
having headquarters in Sevier county, pointed out fields of wheat 
locally known as “ Bearded.” On examination, the wheat seemed 
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to be a durum and it was tentatively so classified (3). The varietal 

name was more difficult, for the durum varieties are not common in 

the region. It was decided to designate it temporarily by the name 

Kubanka, a spring durum which it resembled somewhat in certain 

respects. 

At about the same time, the wheat came to notice in another way. 

Two or three carloads of it were inspected in the railroad yards 

at Kansas City. The local inspector is reported to have had diffi¬ 

culty in grading it. Some kernels were very soft and starchy 

thruout and others only in part, whereas still others were extremely 

hard and flinty. The inspector sought help from men of higher 

standing in the Federal Grain Supervision, and instructions were 

returned to grade the wheat as “ common white.” 

A report of this reached the writer. During the next season he 

grew this wheat under both irrigated and dry-farm conditions. The 

plats not irrigated, or irrigated only moderately, yielded grain of 

uniform hard and flinty texture, light amber in color, and without 

soft spots. Heavily irrigated grain showed the soft and partly 

soft kernels noted the year before. This result was easily under¬ 

stood, and not at all new. “ Yellow berry” had been studied many 

times before in hard varieties of common wheat and also in 

durum (2). 

Samples of the wheat were sent to the office of cereal investiga¬ 

tions of the United States Department of Agriculture and to the Salt 

Lake office of federal grain supervision. About the same time, how¬ 

ever, it was called to their attention thru the United States bureau 

of markets. J. A. Clark, of the office of cereal investigations, 

pronounced it a variety of durum hitherto unknown to them and 

sought advice as to a good name. Upon the writer’s recommendation, 

the name “ Sevier ” was agreed upon for obvious reasons. 

As found under irrigation in Sevier County, Utah, Sevier wheat 

is a tall, slender-strawed variety. The spikes are rather compact, 

as are the heads of the durums. The glumes are tough, distinctly 

keeled, and bear sharp-pointed beaks about 2 mm. in length. As 

with the durums, the lemmas bear tough, sharp, and roughened 

awns. The kernels are large, very hard, and flinty, of light amber 

color, and have the durum-like embryos. However, later studies 

have led the cereal office of the United States Department of Agri¬ 

culture to reclassify the wheat as common wheat. An extract from 

letter written by Mr. Clark is as follows: 

“ It represents an intermediate type between durum and common. It 

resembles durum wheat in the general appearance of the spike and glume and 
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in size, texture, and shape of kernel. According to Mr. Stewart, it also has 

the rust resistance of durum wheat. The variety on the other hand resembles 

common wheat in having heads only partly flattened transversely to the 

plane of the face of the spikelet and has the short awns, hollow peduncle, and 

long brush on the kernels which are distinctly common wheat characters.” 

The variety is composite, that is, it contains several types, the 

glumes being smooth and glabrous on about 95 percent of the heads, 

but pubescent on the other 5 percent. The hairs are short but 

numerous and have a slightly purple tinge. Most of the heads are 

medium to dark bronze; but one strain is only slightly bronzed, 

almost white. The leaves have a purple collar at the auricle. The 

grain of the pubescent type and of white-chaffed strain is soft and 

distinctly red; whereas the predominant kernel type is light amber 

and very hard, almost if not quite as hard as Kubanka durum. After 

the 1920 harvest, four strains were separated and designated as 

Sevier A, Sevier B, and Sevier C, and Sevier D. All four 

were included in the rod-row tests of 1921 and 1922. In addition, 

188 head selections were made and grown in a separate nursery. 

In 1922, the most promising of these were included in the rod-row 

tests. Probably 20 of these 188 pure lines are visibly distinct, the 

heads varying in color from slightly bronze thru medium bronze 

to bronzed gray. All these types are pure lines. 

Where found, Sevier wheat was being grown as a spring variety 

on low water-logged land which contained considerable alkali. 

Dicklow and New Zealand were the common varieties grown on 

the well-drained soils of Sevier County. At Logan, Sevier wheat 

was grown in 1919 as a spring irrigated wheat. In 1920, 1921, and 

1922 it was planted in the spring, irrigated tests and in the winter, 

dry-farm tests,— all of these in rod-rows replicated 10 or more 

times. In addition it was each year grown in two or more sets of 

plats of spring, irrigated varieties. In 1921 and 1922, it was grown 

at the Nephi substation in both the winter, dry-farm nursery and in 

the fall-sown, dry-farm plats. 

During 1921, it was also spring sown, but as a spring dry-farm 

wheat it is not successful, as it matures too late. However, not 

more than 5 percent of all the wheat grown in Utah is spring 

dry-farm. 

YIELD DATA. 

The yield data for 1919 would not be reliable if taken alone. The 

soil was decidedly heterogenous, being shallow, far from uniform 

and underlaid with course gravel. Only row tests were made and 

these were not well-planned. They are, however, given because of 
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being replicated many times and because they are almost completely 

corroborated by satisfactory tests of later years. The 1919 data, 

all from rows replicated as indicated are given in table 1. 

Table i.— Calculated acre-yields of seven varieties of irrigated spring wheat grown 
in rod rows at Logan, Utah. 1919. 

No. of Acre-yield 
Variety. Source of Seed. replications, (bushels). 

Sevier. ,.. Sevier County. 30 43-i 
Dicklow.... ,.. Sevier County. 30 35-8 
New Zealand. , .. Sevier County. 30 35-i 
Little Club. ,.. Nephi Substation. 15 33-2 
Pacific Bluestem. ,.. Nephi Substation. 30 30.1 
Regenerated Defiance.... ,.. Nephi Substation. 30 26.5 
Marquis. ,.. Nephi Substation. 30 21.6 

In 1920 and 1921, the tests under irrigation were conducted on 

the Greenville farm where the soil is a deep, uniform and fertile 

silt loam. In 1921 and 1922, they were conducted on the Davis 

County farm, a gravelly loam of only fair uniformity. The yields 

of all plats are given in order to show the yield of the individual 

plates as well as the average for series. 

Table 2.— Acre-yield of spring irrigated wheat varieties of wheat at Logan 
1920. 

Series I 
(bushels). Variety. 

Series II 
(bushels). 

Similar data for 1921 are shown in Table 3. 

Average 
10 

rod-rows. 

Sevier. . 49-7 50-5 ji .0 
Dicklow. 44-1 45-1 35*2 
Baart. . 47-6 43-7 
Regenerated Defiance. . 37-5 37-0 
New Zealand. 39-3 40.4 
Marquis. 38.0 38.0 
Indian. 37-i 37-i 

Table 3.—- Yield of spring irrigated varieties of wheat at Logan, Utah. 1921. 

(Expressed as bushels per acre.) 

First series. 

Variety. 1st plat. 2d plat. Average. 
Second 
series.* 

Average 
10 rod-rows. 

Sevier.. . . . . 78.8 68.6 73-7 51-4 53-0 
Dicklow. 62.5 66.6 64.6 39-0 52.2 
New Zealand. 52.7 70.2 61.5 43-i 49.2 
Baart... 57-i 59-0 58.1 46.8 
Marquis. 47-4 58.8 53-i 44-3 50.4 
Pacific Bluestem. . . 42.1 54-2 48.2 47-5 

Gravelly soil. 

In Table 4 are given the yields obtained at the Davis County 

Farm in 1921 and 1922. 
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Table 4.— Yield of spring irrigated varieties of wheat at Davis County farm, 
1921 and 1922. 

(Expressed as bushels per acre.) 

1921. 1922. 

1st 2d 3d Aver- 1st 2d 3d Aver- 
Variety. series, series, series, age. series, series, series, age. 

Sevier. 67.2 50.0 68.4 61.9 48.1 42.6 58.8 50.0 
Dicklow. 50.0 47.4 64.4 53.8 37.1 33.4 51.8 40.8 
New Zealand.. . 45.2 51.4 64.3 53.6 46.7 41.1 54.4 47.4 
Baart. 54.0 43.0 58.4 51.8 38.6 34.9 49.2 40.8 
Marquis. 39-7 51-® - 45-8 26.5 31.2 44.5 34.2 
Pacific Bluestem. 38.6 51.4 .... 45.0 . 49.2 .... 
Federation*. 40.8 34.9 60.3 45.2 

* Introduced in 1922. 

On the dry-farms, this wheat has been grown in rod-rows at Logan 

and at Nephi in 1921 and 1922 and in plats at Nephi in 1921 and 

1922 with results shown in Table 5. 

Table 5.— Yield of dry-farm winter wheat varieties at Logan and Nephi. 1921 
and 1922. 

(Expressed as bushels per acre.) 

Nephi (3 plats). Logan (10 rod-rows). 

Variety. 1921 1922 1920 1921 1922 

Sevier. 38.8 12.1 65.2 44.7 25.7 
Kanred. 37.7 11.6 .... .... 23.2 
Belogolina. .... 48.2 37.0 17.6 
Crimean. 33.8 9.3 - .... .... 
Kharkov. 32.7 9.2 .... .... 16.8 
Ghirka. 33.4 10.5 47.9 40.5 14.3 
Turkey. 33.6 8.1 50.7 36.0 22.8 
Kofod. 29.4 8.6 35.6 26.1 20.0 
Gold Coin. 31.6 7.0 32.6 38.3 18.9 

The highest authentic acre-yield of wheat yet reported in Utah 

was 90.4 bushels of Sevier wheat grown by John Dastrup of 

Sigurd, Sevier County, Utah. Since no real record has been kept 

of exceptional yields secured by farmers, the above yield is not con¬ 

clusive evidence, but is merely noted as interesting. 

RUST RESISTANCE. 

It has been reported that this variety is rust-resistant. Dicklow 

and New Zealand, the varieties of common wheat popular in Sevier 

Valley, lodge and rust when planted on wet land. The Sevier 

variety lodges but does not rust. On this account farmers con¬ 

tinue to grow it, in spite of slight trouble in marketing. A pre¬ 

liminary rust test at Logan in 1920 substantiates this opinion. Too 

much weight, however, ought not to be given to this test because 

UPB 
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it was for only one year and merely preliminary. The data are 

given in Table 6. 

Table 6.— Number of plants showing different degrees of injury from rust. (ioo 

plants infected). 1920. 

Degree of infection. 

Variety. Free. 
Very 
slight. Slight. Medium. Severe. 

Very 
severe. 

Sevier. 5 47 37 11 
Little Club... 2 24 55 19 
Dicklow. 4 57 39 
Marquis. 2 64 34 
New Zealand. 2 11 67 20 
Reg. Defiance. 3 21 38 32 6 
Early Baart... 7 53 40 

MILLING AND BAKING QUALITIES. 

At first local millers did not care to handle the wheat because of 

difficulty in milling. As time went on, however, they ceased to dis¬ 

criminate against it, and the mills with one or two exceptions, now 

accept it readily. In order to determine where it ranked as a mill¬ 

ing wheat, samples of the 1920 crop were milled and tested by the 

United States Department of Agriculture, with the results shown in 

Table 7. 

Table 7.— Results of milling and baking tests of six varieties of wheat grown at 

Logan. 1920. 

Crude Yield of Loaf Weight Texture Color 
protein flour volume of loaf (per¬ score. 

Variety. (percent). (percent). (cc). (grams). cent). 

Sevier. 13.1 78.9 i960 515 89-5 86.5 
Baart. 14.6 72.5 1720 494 88.0 87.0 
Dicklow. 
New Zea¬ 

12.2 76.3 1850 500 85-5 86.0 

land . 
Pacific Blue- 

11.0 75-2 1920 494 89.0 87.0 

stem . 131 76.1 1760 491 91.0 92.0 
Indian. 13-5 70-5 1840 496 85.0 87.0 

Table 8.— Baking and milling tests of varieties of wheat grown at Logan, Utah, 

1921 

Variety. 
Bushel 
weight. 

Gluten 
(percent) 

Sevier. 62.2 34-8 
Dicklow. 60.2 31.0 
New Zealand. . . 60.6 33-5 
Marquis. 63.0 38.0 
Federation. 61.4 33-5 
Baart. 61.4 31-5 
Touse. 61.6 31-5 

crop. 

Loaf Loaf Loaf 
volume. color. texture. 

1900 It. yellow.... v. good 
1870 good. good 
i960 yellow. coarse 
1950 good. v.v. good 
2210 good. v. good 
1900 si. yellow.... v. good 
1920 yellow. fair 
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Samples of the 1921 and 1922 crops were milled by Sperry Flour 

Mills at Ogden, Utah with the results given in Tables 8 and 9. 

Table 9.— Baking and milling tests of varieties of wheat grown at Logan, Utah, 
1922 crop. 

Bushel Gluten Loaf Loaf Loaf Baking 
Variety. weight. percent. volume. color. * texture. quality. 

Irrigated spring 
New Zealand. 60.8 31-0 2,030 fair. si. coarse. . poor. 
Federation. 62.7 28.2 2,200 si. yellow.. good. v. good. 
Marquis. 61.6 37-0 2,300 v. good... . v. v. good. v.v.v. good. 
Dicklow.. 61.3 27.0 2,100 v. good.... v. good_ v.v. good. 
Sevier. 61.7 38.5 2,200 good... good v. v. good. 

Dry-farm winter 
T urkey. 61.4 

62.3 

59.1 

29.8 
33-8 

24.5 

2,100 good. good.. good. 
not as good 

as turkey, 
v.v.v.poor. 

Kanred. 2,000 fair. si. coarse. . 

Gold coin. i,930 dark. v. v. coarse 
Odessa. 61.5 24.0 

29.8 
32.8 

2,150 
i,950 
2,100 

yellow. good. good. 
good. 
good. 

Sevier (bulk). 62.9 good. good. 
Sevier selection No. 4. 62.8 good. good. 
Sevier selection No. 23 .... 63.3 34-0 2,200 v. good_ good. v.v. good. 
Sevier selection No. 47 .... 62.8 33-8 1,930 good. fair. fair. 
Sevier selection No. 59.... 62.8 36.8 2,200 good...... good. v. good. 
Sevier selection No. 86 .... 62.8 37-5 2,070 v. good- good. good. 
Sevier selection No. 101. .. 62.7 31 -o 2,300 si. yellow.. good. v.v.v. good. 
Sevier selection No. 133 . . . 63.x 36.5 1,940 si. dark. . . good. poor. 

ORIGIN. 

At first no especial attention was paid to its origin. In time, how¬ 

ever, as its high-yielding quality became apparent, an attempt was 

made to find out what its origin really is. Several workers from 

the United States Department of Agriculture, thought it might be 

a field hybrid. There seems to be some evidence in favor of this 

view in the great number of strains in the wheat as it was found. 

It was found that the residents of Sigurd and Richfield, both in 

Sevier county, maintain that this variety of wheat has been grown 

in the locality at least since 1890, and probably a number of years 

before that date. An inquiry published in a local farm paper 

asked for reliable information on the history of the wheat. Mr. 

J. C. Cowley of Venice wrote the following: 

“ Dear Sir: 

Noting a piece in the last farm paper about the Bearded Wheat grown in 
Sevier County, now called (Sevier). Probably the first known of the Bearded 
Wheat in Sevier County was in the year 1888 or 1889. Charles C. Cowley 
of Wallsville, now Venice, had been raising winter irrigated wheat of the Touse 
variety, but it winter killed and grew too tall so he had Mr. Thomas Johnson 
who was freighting between Wallsville and Salt Lake City bring him a bushel 
of winter wheat. He noted about harvest time there were quite a number of 
heads of Bearded Wheat (unknown to him) which seemed very vigorous so he 
went through the patch and gathered most of this, and from it came the 
Bearded Wheat in Sevier County. It was grown as an irrigated winter wheat 
at first but later was tried as a spring wheat which proved equally as good for 
fall wheat. t 

Yours truly, 
J. C. Cowley.” 

Since there is probably durum stock in the wheat, it is interest¬ 

ing to note that the identity of the variety goes back several years 
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beyond the official introduction of durum into this country. If the 

variety originated as an accidental field hybrid, this apparently took 

place before 1888 or 1889. 

In the opinion of the writer, this wheat is principally durum in 

its characteristics, but seems to have some common wheat qualities. 

The great diversity of baking qualities also suggests a hybrid origin. 

During the last three years, Sevier has been used widely in 

crosses with Dicklow, New Zealand, and Federation wheats in an 

effort to unite the high yield, the non-shattering qualities, and the 

apparent rust-resistance of Sevier wheat with the strong straw and 

normal bread-making qualities of these other varieties. This study, 

still in progress, has not proceeded far enough to warrant the pub¬ 

lication of its results; altho it may be said that several strains appear 

if the desired qualities had been united successfully. Yield and 

quality tests, however, have only begun. 
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